
Introduction

On May 25, 2017, The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) FX Working Group formally launched the FX Global Code of 
Conduct.  The product of this ambitious and important undertaking is a 75 page document that presents 55 principles for market 
participants to consider.  While this work is comprehensive, we feel that it falls short on a number of fronts.  While it may have 
market changing potential, it is not likely to create a reformed, transparent and ultimately fair market.  The chief reason for that is 
the fact that the Code is ultimately aspirational.  

We believe the chief benefit of the Code is its hard-to-miss message that takes 55 principles to prescribe appropriate behavior in 
the FX marketplace.  That extraordinary reality should be not only a wakeup call for the buy side, but it should finally force them 
to acknowledge the responsibility they must seize to ensure best execution outcomes for their customers.  FX execution is not 
an administrative function of little consequence.  The FX trade underlying an equity or fixed income transaction is just as 
important as the investment transaction itself.

Ten Commandments for Best Execution Outcomes

At Cürex, we thought about the notion that Moses delivered God’s Ten Commandments on two stone slabs, and that the moral 
guidance provided by those simple rules has sustained the Judeo-Christian tradition for thousands of years.  Having a simple and 
clear set of guidelines for life or FX trading should not be that hard.  We have studied the Code in great detail, and in this ViewPoint, 
we offer our own Ten Commandments for the buy side if they wish to achieve best execution outcomes.  Our Ten Commandments 
take the Code’s 55 principles, distill them and go even further to proscribe actions that will promote best execution results.

I. Execute electronically
 Using voice for execution is not acceptable in 2017.  It does not matter if your execution needs are small or infrequent.   
 Electronic messaging and execution capture data that is required for best execution compliance.

II. Execute anonymously
 Best execution standards require the client to remain anonymous.  Giving up your name or trading intention costs real 
 money and must be avoided in any way possible.

III. Use venues that stream prices/avoid liquidity on demand
 Buy side firms that use RFQ’s are asking for trouble.  Knowledge of a client’s trading intention negatively impacts the  
 price received by that client.  The new Code of Conduct can say what it wants, but price fading in the context of RFQ  
 activity will not go away by itself.  The buy side should always look to execute in a market that streams liquidity.

IV. Use excellent pre-trading intelligence
 Best execution necessitates a pre-trading analysis of the market’s condition.  It is incumbent for the buy side to use   
 sophisticated and trustworthy pre-trading intelligence tools.
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V. Approach all trading “algorithmically”
 There are times when simple risk transfer trades make sense.  However, the execution mindset for the buy side should  
 be algorithmic in nature.  Breaking down trades into smaller pieces and executing over prescribed time intervals meets  
 best execution protocols.  Utilizing intelligent pre-trade analytics to determine strategy allows for best execution.    
 Intelligent choices in algo types also allow the buy side to consider and lessen market impact on their executions.

VI. Avoid venues with last look liquidity
 The buy side should avoid last look liquidity pools at all costs.  Last look liquidity costs buy side institutions and their  
 clients money.  Pricing in electronic markets should be transparent and executable at all times.

VII. Use benchmarks that are streaming reference tools
 Over the years, the buy side moved en masse to execute against point-in-time Fixes believing that if they all got the  
 same price, their execution was fair.  We guess we all know by now that that thinking was flawed.  The buy side needs 
 to use benchmarks, and those benchmarks should reflect a rules-based calculation of the value of any currency pair at any 
 microsecond.  Those benchmarks are available through FTSE/Cürex.

VIII. Use meaningful post-trade analytics
 Best execution compliance cannot occur without robust post-trade analytics.  The buy side should understand that all TCA 
 is not the same.  The underlying data sources used in any TCA must be based on executable liquidity.  If the data used is 
 based on aggregated, last look liquidity, it is flawed.  Intelligent TCA should include the ability to measure market impact effects.

IX. Require the ability to audit all trades
 The buy side must retain the ability to audit every FX trade that it executes.  A trade confirmation is not good enough.  
 Institutions should use electronic venues that allow their customers to truly audit their trades to ensure best execution using
 tools that promote that process. 

X. Require transparent execution costs and precise timestamps
 The recently issued Code tells counterparties to only charge a “reasonable” markup.  The buy side needs a whole lot more 
 than that.  First, the buy side needs to track its trade with precise process timestamps.  Second, the buy side needs to 
 separate price from execution cost.  And third, the buy side needs the freely offered transparency that proves best 

 execution outcomes for every trade.

Conclusion

The new Code of Conduct is well meaning and an important step in the right direction.  But the buy side cannot afford to wait for 
every market participant to reform their behavior to enjoy the benefit which is the Code’s goal.  The buy side needs to adopt 
best execution standards as quickly as they can.  Focusing on Cürex’s Ten Commandments will deliver those results and serve as a 
guide to better trading outcomes. 

“View Point” provides Cürex’s insight on relevant topics to institutional users of foreign exchange. Its mission is institutional 
FX user benefit and information. Cürex’s goal is to provide fairness, transparency and unparalleled efficiency to the FX 
marketplace for the benefit of our partners and customers.  Visit us often so we can share our View Points with you.
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